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From: Dieste, Desiree
To: Warriors, PLN (CPC)
Subject: UCSF Employee against Warriors Stadium at Mission Bay
Date: Monday, July 27, 2015 11:29:50 AM


Dear Tiffany Bohee,
 


I am an employee at UCSF and mother to a small child.  I am writing today to share my


very serious concerns for the Warriors stadium planned for the Mission Bay area of San


Francisco.  I commute every day to work along both the Bart and Muni lines (either T or


55).  I have literally lost sleep about the commute home on days where the Giants are


playing as it makes the commute home absolutely terrible and I am often late to pick my


child up from daycare. Commuter trains are packed, late, or they get stuck after on a few


stops due to the huge foot and car traffic that results on game days.  Busses that were


added that can sometimes avoid the Giant's stadium (55, Mission Bay Shuttle, UCSF


Shuttles) are no better as cars in the area are desperate to find ways around the traffic


and they clog up every side street and major through way for blocks around. 


 


Beyond the commute, imagine being in labor and getting stuck in the traffic or having a


child critically ill and needing to get to ER immediately.  I have heard of ambulances


getting stuck in traffic and have noticed that families are very late to their appointments


on days where there are day games.  As a mother and patient, I cannot even fathom the


anxiety this would produce and would never plan any of my care at UCSF Mission Bay if


any additional traffic hazards (like the stadium) were added to an already clogged area. 


 


I feel like the planned stadium would be a huge liability to the City of San Francisco, the


Warriors franchise, UCSF, and Kaiser (who is also building in the area) - imagine if the


traffic held up an ambulance and a child died?  Please consider the patients, employees,


and families of San Francisco when considering this proposed development and the true


cost it would have to our community. 


 


Best,


 
 
 
Desiree Dieste, MSW, MPH
Pediatric Brain Center
UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital
Dept. of Pediatric Social Work
Phone: 415.514.2934
Fax: 415.476.4748
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